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ADAC’s Opening reflections on Transition Strategy

• Strategy is guided by the terms “ways, ends and means.”

• Ends:  Transition capability to destination as determined by proposed end user, USCG 

Project Champion & coord with DHS S&T OUP.

• Ways:  Transition is included in respective project’s ADAC’s approved workplan,  

however, end-user approved “Plan of Action and Milestones” provides both a 

capability and calendar driven road map for transition.

• Means:  Resources needed to conclude research to achieve needed TRL for transition.  

• For completed or discontinued projects, resources to be provided via UA 

institutional support, proposed end user or other non DHS S&T OUP resources.

• Validating “what does success look like”…for each research project is critical.

• Transition should be viewed as:

• A season…not a singular event on the calendar.

• A process…that requires review, decision and resources.

• A collaboration…that invests customer, research providers and process owner.

• It may be useful for HQ 

USCG, USCG R&D 

Center, DHS S&T OUP 

and ADAC to consider 

establishing a joint 

transition process.

• Relooking past decisions 

(particularly for projects 

discontinued prior to 

completion)…may prove 

useful…as perspectives 

and needs adapt.
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Research “Means”…Sponsoring ADAC investigations

Research sponsorship to date has been from:

• Currently, ADAC’s research means is provided principally by DHS S&T OUP.  

• Additionally, USCG has provided ADAC two Basic Ordering Agreements.

• U.S. Office of Naval Research has sponsored a specified Grant to ADAC.

• ADAC’s Annual Workplan:  Identifies approved research activities in accordance with established DHS 

S&T OUP terms and conditions of the approved Cooperative Agreement.

• Basic Ordering Agreement:  Specific USCG determined projects with specified outcomes.

• Other Grant awards:  Specified agreement with determined outcomes and project length.

• Additionally, University of Alaska provides ADAC institutional support for some Center activities

Reference:www.friendsjournal.org
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Understanding Categories of Transition

• Establish a new USCG Program of Record.  Requires HQ USCG CG-7 and HQ USCG CG-9 agreement (meeting 

a USCG required capability with a project that meets USCG acquisition protocols).

• Academic led S&T R&D has poor record of such transition…industry can help.

• Research works with USCG CG-7 and CG-9 teams to design POR roadmap…which includes establishing 

program and onward support.

• Establish a new USCG owned “tool” or product. Capability not requiring POR process of coordination.

• Create new or improved  software or modeling for USCG or USCG determined operational centers.

• Commercialization. Jointly determine if commercialization best serves the HSE Arctic operational community.

• (With royalty free use by USCG and other DHS maritime operators) 

• Create an Educational or Knowledge Product that supports USCG and greater HSE and Arctic maritime 

community of interest.

• If research is not progressing in the manner most needed by USCG, then (if the project has potential for 

operational merit)…seek other program sponsorship…leveraging prior research investment matters (as good 

stewards of tax payer funds)

What constitutes 

success? 

…Ultimately 

defined by the 

end-users of 

conducted 

research.
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Research to Capability Process…Current Internal ADAC actions

• ADAC’s DHS S&T OUP Annual workplan:  Identifies specific research activity overall and for a given period of performance (normally 

a year at a time).

• Approved Management, Individual Project, Education and Financial Accounting.

• Management section details how accomplishes overall program and project research.

• Key component for leading research progress:  Center Quarterly Reviews.

• Each project assessed against approved workplan schedule, milestones & metrics.

• As research accomplishes established transition readiness level, Center leadership along with research team seek to transition 

capability to end user in accordance with end-user’s stated transition requirements.  

• Specifically, ADAC ED and Project Manager.

• Includes training, documenting, validating, and supporting transition in accordance with destination user requirements.
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Achieving Transition…Success Should be a Shared Endeavor

• Vital to collaborate and gain consensus for research destination, and incorporate into research workplan.

• Engage destination team (in coordination w/USCG Project Champion) for acceptance requirements.

• Equipped with destination requirements…establish overall “Plan of Action and Milestones (POAM)…and gain 

concurrence of the destination leadership team.

• Identifying and accounting  for Intellectual Property is critical.

• Plan remaining research agenda to incorporate acceptance requirements and sequence of actions needed to 

achieve transition.

• This includes items such as validation testing/accreditation, research documentation, operator training and 

onward tech support as desired by destination leaders and operators.

• Milestones include research review to ensure conformance of current research approved plan.

• Longer term transition allows for a partnership between the research and receiving teams.

POAM…

Intended to help 

better invest the 

customer!
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A discussion on destinations for Current ADAC projects

• Arctic Oil Spill Modeling (AOSM):  ADAC is planning NOAA’s General NOAA Modeling Environment 

(GNOME).  Seeking that modelled data is available in NOAA’s Arctic Environmental Response Management 

Application (Arctic ERMA).

• High resolution Modeling of Arctic Sea Ice and Currents (HIOMAS).  Planning model would be run via either 

OPNAV or NOAA modeling Center and executed at U.S. National Ice Center (USNIC).  Seeking data also to 

be available in Arctic ERMA.

• Propeller Driven Long Range Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (LRAUV).  Suited as a tool for USCG 

operational forces and other government entities.  Potentially also suitable for Petroleum and other 

maritime industry.

• Ice Conditions Index for the Great Lakes Region (and potentially Bering, Chukchi and Beaufort Seas).    

ADAC seeks this planning Index to be executed at USNIC.
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Further discussion on destinations for Current ADAC projects

• Crisis Response Sea-Ice and Weather Forecasting tools.  Overall…destinations are in work.  Seeking, 

tactical forecasting access for vessels underway and data discovery in Arctic ERMA.   Investigating 

capabilities that (in part) would be most useful from the bridge of a vessel underway in a sea-ice 

environment.

• Using Vessel Tracking Data to Prioritize Bathymetric Surveying.  Create products that inform decision-

making about vessel traffic and vessel safety in a rapidly changing Arctic environment.  

Overall…destinations are in work.  However, this research will create knowledge products useful for USCG, 

NOAA and NGA use in determining bathymetry survey where research needs are greatest.

• Exploring Enhancements to Arctic Communications and Domain Awareness using the ASF CubeSat 

Antenna Farm Experiment (CAFE).  Research will help validate an affordability and viability of MC-3 

Antenna and small satellites towards improved communications in Arctic maritime region.
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In sum, maintain formation with DHS S&T OUP research transition

• ADAC’s transition strategy, should be seen as the 

Center’s efforts to implement DHS S&T OUP 

research transition goals.

• Success hinges on meeting customer needs with 

research that is responsive and 

collaborative…with a keen operational focus.
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Ready for Questions

http://www.nytimes.com/2007/10/19/us/19arctic.html


